
CARING 4 YOU NCLEX REVIEW STUDY DIRECTIONS 

 

There is no particular order in which you have to listen to the Infection Control Seminar or the 

Delegation Seminar. 

Once you purchase my material buy both of these books.  (If you are an RN buy the updated RN version. 

If you are an LPN, buy the updated LPN version.). If the links are out of date, Amazon will say "There is a 

new edition of this book". You can buy it new or used. 

 

RECOMMENDED BOOKS [ THESE LINKS ARE ALSO ON MY TUTORING WEBSITE ] 

I know most of you use Saunders and Saunders is fine but the questions are too easy. And yes, the SATA 

questions are difficult even for me. PLEASE BUY THE BOOKS I recommend. Just that simple. And those of 

you that are using KAPLAN books after you contact me, THROW IT AWAY. You are confusing yourself. 

Kaplan has been teaching the same stuff they have been teaching for 20 years. So pick who you are 

going to listen to and stick with me or Kaplan but not both! PLEASE CONTINUE TO DO AT LEAST 75 - 150 

QUESTIONS A DAY FROM ANY MATERIALS YOU MAY HAVE. The more questions you do, the better it will 

be for you. 

 

Recommended books from Amazon: (If these links are outdated still stay on the link and click the 

updated version of the book) 

FOR RN'S 

You can buy this book used or new. For help with the “Choose all that apply questions” on the NCLEX, 

RN’s can order the New Format Questions at a discounted rate using this link to Amazon: [ NCLEX - RN: 

Alternate New Format Questions ] http://www.amazon.com/Lippincotts-NCLEX-RN-Alternate-Format-

Questions-Lippincott/dp/1609133072/ref=dp_ob_title_bk 

 

FOR PN'S 

You can buy this book used or new. For help with the “Choose all that apply questions” on the NCLEX, 

PN’s can order the New Format Questions at a discounted rate using this link to Amazon: [ NCLEX - PN 

Alternate New Format Questions ] http://www.amazon.com/NCLEX-PN-250-New-Format-Questions-

Preparing/dp/1582555346/ref=dp_ob_title_bk 

 

FOR RN'S 

I know many of you are using other books but I am of the opinion that Lippincott's NCLEX Review is 

much closer to what is on the NCLEX. This book is also good to supplement my questions [ Lippincott's 

Review for the NCLEX - RN ] 



http://www.amazon.com/dp/1582553602/ref=nosim?tag=caring4you&linkCode=sb1&camp=212353&cr

eative=380549 

 

 

 

FOR PN'S 

[ Lippincott's Review for the NCLEX - PN ] http://www.amazon.com/Lippincotts-Review-NCLEX-PN-State-

Nclex-Pn/dp/1451116624/ref=sr_1_3?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1383755267&sr=1-

3&keywords=Lippincott%27s+NCLEX+PN+Review 

 

Listen to my mp3's (the 9 System Review) at least twice, taking notes as you go. Once you listen to it 

thoroughly once, then and only then can you start listening to the casually as in listening in the car, 

while cleaning your house, while you are at the gym etc. I would even suggest recording your own notes 

and listening to them as well. 

 

If you seem to be weak in a section while listening to my 9 system review, you can go to your 

Lippincott's Review book and do the questions you are weak in. 

 

Schedule your tutoring with me 3 weeks in advance of the date of your NCLEX test date. Please let me 

know ASAP so I can put you on the calendar so no one will take your spot as I get filled up quickly but I 

can't put you on the calendar until you are paid in full. If you know when you are taking it, call me right 

away to put you on the calendar because I get fill up so quickly. 

 

My tutoring will help you with CONCEPTS. The mp3's will help you with CONTENT. You need both to pass 

the exam so you can answer 50 percent of the expert questions correct. 

 

The directions on how to sign up for Skype tutoring are on this site:   

http://caring4you.net/tutoring.html 

 

And you must watch my YouTube video AND TAKE NOTES "8 Essential Concepts of the NCLEX before we 

start tutoring because I will be referring back to it while tutoring 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ICJZSuJUUV0 



 

Buy both books I recommend. I will not be tutoring from these books but the questions are much harder 

and I prefer them over any other book on the market.  There is no way to really "prepare for my tutoring 

except by starting to listen to the mp3's but you can start tutoring without being done listening to your 

mp3's that I call, "The 9 system Review". 


